In this issue of the Newsletter we review the 2014 Claims Convention.
Jointly hosted by ANZIIF and AICLA at the Sofitel Sydney Wentworth, August 13-14
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CC14 - THE CHANGING WORLD OF CLAIMS
The ANZIIF/AICLA Claims
Convention is an annual
conference, specifically
designed to cater for
Loss Adjusters, Claims
Managers, and claims
personnel in general.
The convention is very well supported by the
industry with over 350 delegates in attendance on
both days, and is regarded by many experienced
Insurance professionals as the “don’t miss” event
on the conference calendar each year. This year’s
convention, CC14, focused on the changes and
advancements in the Insurance industry that
directly aﬀect the claims process. Held over two days,
with contributions from more than 20 speakers and
panellists, CC14 was jam packed with interesting
and informative presentations on a variety of
subjects, such as Changing trends in Loss Adjusting,
Cyber Crime and Insurance, Green Construction and
claims management, Social media impact on claims
and Communicating a crisis - The Blue Mountains
story. An event like CC14 also provides a valuable
opportunity for delegates to network with other
industry professionals to exchange experiences and
discuss the presentations. The convention also oﬀers
suppliers the opportunity to sponsor the event with
various levels of involvement, such as Platinum,
Gold and Silver partners, which includes trade
exhibits, networking drinks, prize draws and the
Gala Dinner. As the Platinum sponsor of CC14, ADR
were given the exclusive opportunity to sponsor
the Gala Dinner. Attended by almost 350 guests,
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the Gala dinner is a
very popular fixture
at the annual Claims
Convention, which
this year was held at
the prestigious Ivy
Ballroom. Mr Tony
Libke (CEO-AICLA)
Mr Tony Libke (CEO - AICLA)
assumed the Master
of Ceremonies responsibilities for the evening,
announcing the AICLA Life Membership to Paul
O’Sullivan (in absentia) , the Diploma of Loss Adjusting
Prize and Syd McDonald Young Adjuster Award
to Daniel Ong, the Carey Bird Scholarship to Chris
McAuliﬀe, and also introducing the entertainer for
the evening, Mr Mike Brady (AM). Mike entertained
the audience with many familiar songs, receiving
quite a few laughs with a performance of his famous
AAMI jingle, “Lucky you’re with AAMI”. He also told
many stories about the highs and lows of his career
as a musician and advertising jingle writer. With the
formalities complete the evening transformed into
a networking hive, with old friends and colleagues
making the most of the opportunity to catch up.
ADR is the very proud Platinum Sponsor of the
Claims Convention and firmly believes in supporting
important Insurance industry events such as these.
ADR was well represented at the trade exhibit
with a double booth attended by senior staﬀ and
Practice Leaders. ADR would like to thank all of the
delegates of CC14 that visited our booth over
the two days of the convention, and we look forward
to seeing you again next year.

COMIC RECOVERY
“Yes Stephanie, Our Sales
Manager will be more than
happy to continue sending you
the monthly Newsletter. We’re
glad to hear you’re enjoying it.”
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Send your feedback, questions, articles, comments, or testimonials, etc. to us by email: adr@ausdr.com.au
or join the conversation on our social media pages.
No names will be published with reader submissions unless specifically requested otherwise.

